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National Geographic Society Field Guide to the Birds of North 
America. National Geographic Society, Washington, 1983. 464 pages; 220 
colour plates. Paperback, £7.95. 
A few weeks ago, I had the privilege and pleasure of attending a rather special 'peep show': an 
informal preview of Lars Jonsson's paintings of stints in all known plumages. (These will 
appear in British Birds later this year, and, when they do, don't lend your copy to anyone. 
Birders who won't cough up a BB subscription don't deserve to see them!) After ogling the 
pictures, we studied slides of the same species: four hours of examining scapular shafts and 
tertial edges; but the more 'real birds' that we saw, the more we marvelled at the accuracy of 
Lars Jonsson's work. When, I wondered, would such detail appear in a field guide? Then I 
received this book. With some sense of devilment, I turned immediately to the 'peeps'. Well, 
not quite Lars Jonsson maybe (John C. Pitcher, in fact), but not half bad! Feathers in the proper 
places, subtle colour shades on the fringes, adults and juveniles, summer and winter . . . and 
most of them even look the right shape. I tested out other difficult American groups. Equally 
excellent. Warblers in four different plumages, five stages of Ring-billed Gull, six Black-
crowned Night Herons (all on one branch!) and rows and rows of Empidonax flycatchers. The 
National Geographic Guide is a very thorough book. 

So, how does it compare with the undeniably excellent 'Peterson's', East and West? Well, for 
a start, they've managed to get everything into a single portable volume, and, particularly for 
'British Birders', this is a definite plus. Many US vagrants, especially from the West Coast, are 
essentially Palearctic. So, here we've got Common and Spotted Sandpipers directly compared 
on the same page; Long-toed and Least; and—tantalising pair—Red-necked and Little Stints, 
both accurately portrayed (I know they are, 'cos I've seen the Lars Jonsson versions!). 

Mind you, the text does cop out a bit: 'Juveniles of the two species are almost identical.' 
('Almost', but not quite; but more of that later in the year.) 

Of course, birders love niggling about new books (good grief, I've even heard churlish 
grumbles about Harrison's Seabirds and the Shell Guide: both, whatever their faults, ultimately 
wonderful), so now we can al! pass many ungenerous hours picking this one to bits. Here's a 
few niggles for starters: whilst the Shell colour printing was too anaemic, this one's sometimes a 
bit too rich (probably the Yanks' love of bright colours: Yellowlegs looking more like 
Redshanks); warnings about 'confusion species' are not always clear (I prefer Peterson's 
'similar species' method); the use of 13 different artists means some variation in illustration 
styles and standards (though the wonder of it is that at least nine are excellent, and the other 
four are not bad); but, yes, the petrels are a bit scraggy, some of the jizzes are a mite dodgy, and 
the Olive-backed Pipit not only looks as though it's just been through a spin-dryer, it still 
hasn't got a proper ear-spot (maybe it got washed off) . . . HOWEVER . . . AND ON THE 
OTHER HAND . . . there's over 800 species in here; every plumage is illustrated; the text is 
expert; the maps are excellent; and any book with a whole page of Long- and Short-billed 
Dowitchers, of all ages and races, has got to be the most impressive American field guide so far. 
This should be the best seller on St Mary's next October. Let's just hope the birds turn up to be 
identified . . . W. E. ODDIE 

The Arctic Skua: a study of the ecology and evolution of a seabird. By 
Peter O'Donald. Illustrated by Robert Gillmor. Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 1983. 324 pages; 7 black-and-white plates; 15 line-
drawings. £25.00. 
Peter O'Donald has been largely responsible for a major advance in our understanding of 
sexual selection over the last 25 years. His strength has been that he is equally at home 
developing theoretical models, gathering field data, and using statistical techniques to bring 
models and data usefully together. A previous book has summarised his theoretical work. This 
one describes the study of the polymorphic population of Arctic Skuas on Fair Isle that has 
provided his data. 

The basic natural history is introduced first: numbers and distribution, breeding produc
tivity and demography, feeding, breeding behaviour, and the genetics of the polymorphism. 
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This occupies over half the book and is a useful account of the biology of the species. There 
follows a well-presented exposition of sexual selection and of how it operates in the Arctic 
Skuas of Fair Isle. The major set of conclusions is that pale birds mature earlier than melanics; 
in males, this is outweighed by melanics being preferred by females; the net selection is 
opposite in the two sexes, but this cannot account for the balanced polymorphism; because the 
sexual component is frequency-dependent, the net selection could maintain balanced poly
morphism, but at genotype frequencies different from those observed; overall, melanics are 
favoured in the north of the range and pales in the south, giving the observed cline in genotype 
frequencies, with the frequencies observed at any one point being determined by the balance of 
selection and migration. 

The appendices of the book (on estimation of rates of increase, on a particular analysis of 
variance, and on the statistical analysis of assortative mating) are mainly for the professional 
biologist. The rest of the book, however, will be of interest to and understandable by most 
serious ornithologists, amateur or professional. The explanations of the statistical analyses 
give the mechanics at the expense of the general principles and conclusions: they are perhaps 
more appropriate for an undergraduate lecture than for a bird book, but they are not obscure. 

O'Donald is freely critical of studies by some other workers, especially those he describes as 
'sociobiologists'. It is almost as though he fails to recognise that different sorts of problems 
require different approaches and that the same problem may be best understood by 
approaching it in more than one way. It is a pity that he has not taken the opportunity to 
discuss the various approaches to the evolution of behaviour, their strengths and weaknesses, 
and their complementarity. Nonetheless, this is an important and interesting book for seabird 
enthusiasts and those interested in sexual selection. Unfortunately, CUP has adopted its usual 
overpricing policy, which may deter many potential purchasers. 

JEREMYJ. D. GREENWOOD 

A Celebration of Birds: the life and art of Louis Agassiz Fuertes. By 
Robert McCracken Peck. Collins, London, 1983. 178 pages; 48 colour 
illustrations; 100 black-and-white plates. £14.95. 
An admirable, well illustrated account of the life and work of one of the seminal figures in 
20th-century bird illustration, especially in America where Fuertes has withstood comparison 
with Audubon, standing alone as the father of American wildlife art. He inspired artists such 
as George Sutton and Roger Peterson, who have passed on his teaching to a later generation. 
Robert Peck wrote this book while organising a major retrospective exhibition, and his 
exhaustive research has revealed many of Fuertes' working methods, which are amply 
illustrated. It also describes Fuertes' part in many zoological expeditions during which he kept 
detailed records in note- and sketchbooks, collected and skinned birds and developed his 
all-round expertise as ornithologist, naturalist and artist. In 30 years, he produced an 
enormous body of work, including numerous important sets of plates. His intense enthusiasm 
for fieldwork helped him to capture the jizz of birds in a way which surprised and delighted his 
contemporaries, bringing constant demands for illustrations. In the 1920s, his work became 
freer, he started experimenting and producing more imaginative compositions. Ornithological 
art was undoubtedly robbed of much fine work when Fuertes was tragically killed at a railroad 
crossing in 1927, aged 53. ROBERT GILLMOR 

Birdwatcher's Yearbook 1984. Edited by John E. Pemberton. 
Buckingham Press, Maids Moreton, 1983. 320 pages; 10 black-and-white 
plates; 13 line-drawings. Paperback, £6.50. 
Delving into this book—not having bought, or even browsed, the previous editions—the 
reviewer is amazed that there is so much information that is directly or indirectly relevant to 
birdwatching in Britain. Each edition has included a series of short articles; the earlier ones are 
listed, while contributors this time are Norman Elkins on weather and migration, R.J. Fuller 
on habitats, Rodney Legg on Steep Holm, Anthony Chapman on facilities for disabled 
birdwatchers, and the editor on a bird tour in Majorca; in a later section, Ian Dawson reviews 
his recommended selection of recent bird books. 

There follow 50 pages under the heading of 'Quick reference': charts, diagrams, maps, lists, 
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law schedules, codes of conduct, abbreviations, a glossary, and much more. Most of this 
section is very useful, though I thought it regrettable that the tide tables do not include Orkney 
and Shetland, or Ireland. The inclusion of jargon words in the glossary is highly questionable: 
'dipping out' is in, while 'blogging' is not; 'redhead* is apparently jargon, while 'ringtail' is not; 
and if I ever have the good fortune to find the ultimate 'sibe', Siberian Accentor Prunella 
montanella, I shall be most disgruntled if the committee demote it to a subspecies, as the wrong 
definition in this book implies. 

Part 3 is a 50-page gazetteer of British and Irish reserves and bird observatories, selective 
inasmuch as some reserves do not seek publicity or have facilities for visitors, though the 
exclusion of Hermaness NNR, Shetland, is puzzling. 

The next section is a 60-page county directory including bird recorders, details of bird 
reports, bird club secretaries, nature conservation trusts and RSPB Members' Groups. This is 
potentially a very useful section, especially for enquiry organisers, birdwatchers who are 
planning holidays or birding trips, and for the very people listed, for exchange purposes. It is 
ironical, however, that, for the two local clubs to which the reviewer belongs, one secretary 
resigned several years ago and the other's address is incorrect; probably not the editor's 
mistakes, but one hopes that it is not typical. 

Part 5, the national directory, contains much useful information, though there are a few 
peculiar inclusions, such as the Nature Stereoscopic Club and the Welsh Hawking Club. Part 
6, the international directory, is even more useful. The final two parts (7 and 8), on books, 
journals, articles and bird lists, are informative, though some of the content could be classed as 
padding. 

This is not a book to read, but rather for looking something up, and, as such, its layout could 
be improved considerably. First, the advertisements would be better in a block at the start or 
finish, rather than scattered throughout. Secondly, 70 of the 320 pages do not have page 
numbers on them, so the two-page contents list is difficult to use when it refers to the page 
numbers of un-numbered pages. Thirdly, the section headings and numbering could be much 
bolder. Typographical errors are very hard to find, though page 81 has slipped into double-
spacing. 

This is a useful book to have; but it is difficult to imagine many people buying it every year. 
NICK DYMOND 
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